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 6 

Abstract 7 

Two approaches to identify the relation between hydrological time series (rainfall and runoff) 8 

and groundwater level (GWL) were used in the Ardabil plain. In this way, Wavelet-entropy 9 

measure (WEM) and wavelet transform coherence (WTC) as two approaches of wavelet 10 

transform (WT) were used. WEM have been considered as a criterion for the degree of time 11 

series fluctuations and WTC present common time-frequency space. In WEM calculation, 12 

monthly rainfall, runoff and GWL time series were divided into three different time periods 13 

and decomposed to multiple frequent time series and then, the energies of wavelet were 14 

calculated for each sub-series. The result showed WEM reduction in rainfall, runoff and GWL. 15 

The reduction of WEM presents the natural fluctuations decrease of time series. The reduction 16 

of entropy for runoff, rainfall and GWL time series were about 1.58, 1.36 and 29% respectively, 17 

it is concluded that fluctuation reduction of hydrological time series has relatively not more 18 

effect on the oscillation patterns of GWL signal. In this regard, it could be concluded that the 19 

human activities such as water driving from wells can be played main role in the reduction of 20 

GWL in Ardabil plain. WTC findings showed that runoff had most coherence (0.9-1) among 21 

the hydrological variables with GWL time series in the frequency bands of 4-8 and 8-16  22 

months. 23 
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 37 

1. Introduction 38 

Groundwater (GW) is a major source to meet urban, industrial, and particular agricultural water 39 

requirements, especially for tropical and sub-tropical semi-arid regions (Siebert et al. 2010). 40 

GW systems include some features such as complexity, nonlinearity, being multi-scale and 41 

random, all governed by natural and/or anthropogenic factors, it is important to detect such 42 

changes using a precise measure of fluctuations which are involved in the time series of the 43 

process (Nourani et al. 2015). Many researchers pointed to the effect of climate parameters on 44 

the decrease of groundwater level (GWL) time series (Zwolsman & van Bokhoven 2007; 45 

Waibel et al. 2013; Chinnasamy & Ganapathy 2018). The effect of human activities such as 46 

GW abstraction, recharge and reservoir construction on the GW level fluctuations (Xue et al. 47 

2014; Singh et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2017; Amaranto et al. 2018; Deng et al. 2018). 48 



Recently, different methods have been presented to calculate the time series complexity and 49 

signals in different fields of science and engineering. The WEM can be used to identify the 50 

effective factor in fluctuation change. Shannon (1948) presented the entropy concept to access 51 

additional information about time series. Many researches have been investigated about 52 

Shannon entropy concept in order for analyzing signals (Bercher & Vignat 2000; Shardt & 53 

Huang 2013; Chen & Li 2014; Castillo et al. 2015; Singh & Cui 2015; Varanis & Pederiva 54 

2015). 55 

The conjunction of entropy and wavelet concepts has been used to develop a new complexity 56 

measure of WE (Rosso et al. 2006). In addition to the aforementioned studies, it should be 57 

noted that in past decades several methods have been proposed to measure the complexity and 58 

consequently time series change detection and modeling. For example, Fathian et al. (2016) 59 

used Seasonal Auto Regressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA) in order to study Urmia 60 

Lake’s water level change. This article aims to identify the changes in the statistical 61 

characteristics in terms of trend, stationarity, linearity/nonlinearity and change point detection 62 

analyses. Vaheddoost & Aksoy (2017) calculate entropy in each proposed station with respect 63 

to the long run mean precipitation of the basin. Although only a few studies have been 64 

conducted in the field of watershed engineering, discussing the complexity changes (Li and 65 

Zhang, 2008), biomedical studies, it has been deduced that deeper sleep or anesthesia, diseasing 66 

and aging in human are leading to decrease in complexity of the related physiologic signals, 67 

(Goldberger et al. 2002). It can be concluded that the WEM is a new and efficient index to 68 

determine the complexity of time series, especially hydrological time series. Komasi and 69 

Sharghi (2019) used WE as a criterion for the degree of time series fluctuations. Their result 70 

showed the WEM of aquifer water level reduction in Silakhor plain indicates the decrease in 71 

natural GWL time series fluctuations. The results showed that fluctuation decrease of discharge 72 

time series has relatively more effect on GWL oscillation patterns in comparison to the rainfall 73 



and temperature time series. Also, it could be concluded that the climate parameters are not 74 

facing significant changes; thus, human activities played main role for the declining GWL in 75 

Silakhor plain. 76 

Hydrological time series are often non-stationary, in which different factors may influence the 77 

patterns such as climate change, human activities, etc. (Nourani et al. 2015). The presence of 78 

seasonality in hydrological processes will lead to accurate calculation of complexity and 79 

fluctuations using WTC measures. A useful mathematical tool such as WTC to measure the 80 

relationship between rainfall and runoff is an essential step in restoration projects for Ardabil 81 

plain. The main purpose of WT analysis as a function of time is decomposing a signal into sub-82 

series at several frequencies of time (Danandeh Mehr et al. 2014). For instance, Grinsted et al. 83 

(2004) gained physical relationships among geophysical time series using WT analyses.  84 

Holman et al. (2011) applied WT approach to distinguish time-space nonlinear relationships 85 

between North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) atmosphere teleconnection and GWLs. They used 86 

continuous WT and XWT to distinguish the cross-wavelet power of time series. Tremblay et 87 

al. (2011) used correlation and wavelet analyses and wavelet coherence to gain effect linkages 88 

between four climatic indices (the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), the Arctic 89 

Oscillation (AO), the Pacific-North American pattern (PNA) and the El Niño Southern 90 

Oscillation represented by the Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI)), GWL time series, as well as 91 

precipitation and temperature time series are investigated in three Canadian regions. The three 92 

Canadian regions studied show drastically different patterns of variability evolution for the 93 

hydrogeological records. Yu and Lin (2015) applied the integration of XWT to examine the 94 

non-stationary time-frequency relation between precipitation and GWL variations. Their 95 

results showed nonlinear and non-stationary rainfall–recharge relationships of a GW system 96 

which can be frequency and spatially due to different frequencies. In a similar study, Henderson 97 

et al. (2009) applied XWT and CWT to identify tiny fluctuations in GW as a result of daily 98 
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pumping at the submarine. Kuss and Gurdak (2014) use singular spectrum analysis (SSA), 99 

WTC, and lag correlation to quantify the effects of the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) 100 

(2–7 year cycle), North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) (3–6 year cycle), Pacific Decadal 101 

Oscillation (PDO) (15–25 year cycle), and Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation (AMO) (50–102 

70 year cycle) on precipitation and GWLs of the United States. The results indicate that GWLs 103 

are partially controlled by interannual to multidecadal climate variability and are not solely a 104 

function of temporal patterns in pumping. ENSO and PDO have a greater control than NAO 105 

and AMO on variability in GWLs across the U.S., particularly in the western and central. Yu 106 

and Lin (2015) proposed an integration of XWT and empirical orthogonal function (EOF) 107 

analysis to analyze the space–time nonlinear relationships between the rainfall and GW 108 

changes. The EOF method revealed three major space–time patterns of the GWLs in results. 109 

The cross wavelet transform (XWT) further identified the lagged effects between rainfall and 110 

GW changes. Duvert et al. (2015) analyzed the hydrodynamic response of an agricultural 111 

watershed located in southeast Queensland, Australia, to low and high-frequency fluctuations 112 

in precipitation which occurred in duration 25 years. The results identified strong internal 113 

variations in the precipitation input affecting surface water flow more substantially than GWLs. 114 

Statistically, significant episodes of WTC were found at a 2–4-year band between Niño3.4 115 

index and GWLs for the upstream piezometers, especially during the 1995–2000 period, which 116 

may be related to a strong La Niña event. Oh  et al. (2017) developed the combined use of 117 

dynamic factor analysis (DFA) and wavelet analysis to identify complex latent factors 118 

controlling GWL fluctuations in a riverside alluvial aquifer influenced by barrage construction. 119 

They found that major driving forces controlling GWL time series data in a complex 120 

hydrological setting can be identified and quantitatively evaluated by the combined use of DFA 121 

and WT and applying WTC. Nourani et al. (2018) applied WTC to identify the impacts of 122 

hydro-climatological time series on fluctuations of water level in lakes (Urmia Lake and Van 123 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0022169414007616#!
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Lake) in the Middle East.  After investigation, the coherencies between runoff and water level 124 

demonstrated maximum values (0.9–1) in the two lakes. Drewnik et al. (2018) examined the 125 

variability of GWLs and GW temperature in raised bogs located in the Bieszczady Mts. in 126 

southern Poland. The WTC results show that most visible response of peat bogs to weather 127 

conditions was observed in summer and autumn. Neves et al. (2019) examined the links 128 

between major large-scale atmospheric circulation modes and inter-annual to decadal 129 

oscillations in GWLs using WTC in Portugal.  The results show non-stationary relationships 130 

that are nonetheless consistent in distinct period bands.  The relatively higher frequency 131 

(<5 year period) contributions of East Atlantic (EA) and Scandinavia (SCAND) are difficult to 132 

set apart but their joint impact accounts for approximately 20% and 40% of the total variance 133 

of GWLs in the south and north of the country, respectively. Zhang et al. (2019) used WTC for 134 

analyzing the response of GWL to semi-diurnal tide (SDT). The results show strong 135 

correlations at 0.5-, 1-, and 15-day time scales (resonance periodicities), which are then used 136 

as prediction periods for ANN models. The predicted results also confirm that SDT and 137 

precipitation have great influences on GWL with better prediction in the filled layer. Rezaei  138 

and Gurdak (2020) used singular spectrum analysis (SSA), WTC, and lag correlation 139 

calculations to analyze and quantify the impacts of the ENSO, NAO, PDO, and AMO on hydro-140 

climate variables of precipitation, temperature, lake level, GW fluctuations, soil moisture, 141 

vegetation coverage, and insolation clearness index in the Lake Urmia watershed. A moderate 142 

coherence between PDO and the GWLs in most adjacent aquifers has occurred at the >8-year 143 

period from ~1980 to 2015. Malakar et al. (2021) investigated the long-term impact of local-144 

precipitation, global-climate cycles, and human influence on multi-depth GWLs using lag 145 

correlation analysis, WTC, and regression-based dominance analysis. They observed intuitive 146 

responses, i.e., rapid response in shallow GW and relatively delayed responses to the global 147 

climate patterns with increasing depth.  148 
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In the present study, the effect of rainfall and runoff changes is investigated on the GWL of 149 

Ardabil plain aquifer using both the WEM and WTC criteria. The Hydrological time series are 150 

very complicated, using WT by decomposing time series into sub-signals can analyze time 151 

series and provided accurate short and long term information on different level of resolution  152 

(Rajaee et al. 2010; Komasi & Sharghi, 2019).  153 

 154 

2. Methods and Materials 155 

2.1.Wavelet transform (WT) 156 

The most recent hydrological usage of WT was developed by Labat (2005) and Sang (2013). 157 

The time-scale WT of a continuous-time signal, x(t), is defined as (Mallat, 1998): 158 
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Where g(t) represents mother wavelet and ( * ) corresponds to complex conjugate. Factor a is 160 

the dilation parameter, and b denotes the temporal translation of g(t) which provides the 161 

inspection of time series around b. Due to the compact support of its basic operation, providing 162 

a time-scale localization of process is the key property of WT. Searching for the similarities 163 

between the signal and wavelet function is the main application of WT. The time series of real 164 

hydrological problems are typically very continuous in a discreet format, the discreet type of 165 

WT (Mallat, 1998): 166 
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m and n are integers which control the wavelet dilation and translation, respectively; a0 is a 168 

specified fined dilation step greater than 1; and the location parameter is presented by b0. The 169 

most common choice for parameters are a0 = 2 and b0 = 1. This power-of-two logarithmic 170 



scaling of dilation and translation is known as the dyadic grid arrangement. The dyadic wavelet 171 

can be written in more compact notation as (Mallat, 1998): 172 
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For a discrete time series, xi, the dyadic WT becomes (Mallat, 1998):      174 
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The discrete wavelet coefficient for scale a=2m and location b=2mn is defined by Tm,n. A finite 176 

time series, 𝑋𝑋𝑁𝑁 = {𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖}𝑖𝑖=1𝑁𝑁−1 in Eq.20 is considered where N =2M. Regarding this concept, the 177 

boundaries of m and n are (0, 2𝑀𝑀 −𝑚𝑚 − 1) and(1,𝑀𝑀), respectively. 178 

Mallat (1998) introduced the inverse form of discrete WT as: 179 
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The inverse form of discrete WT in a plain format is as follows (Mallat, 1998): 181 
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Where T̅(t) and Wm(t) define the approximation and detailed sub-signals at levels m = 1, 2, ... 183 

,M. 184 

Wm(t)(m = 1, 2, ... ,M), provide the detailed signals which is able to catch small features of 185 

interpretational value in the data and the residual component, T̅(t), denotes the historic 186 

information of data.  187 

As a result of WT and to capture the temporal relationships among non-stationary time series, 188 

WTC was proposed to determine the localized correlation coefficients and their phase 189 

relationships among non-stationary signals in time–frequency spaces in which a detailed 190 

explanation of WTC can be found in Torrence and Compo (1998).  191 

For two different time series, Xn and Yn (n presents time scale), with different WTs of 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑋𝑋(𝑠𝑠) 192 

and 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠), cross WT (XWT) is 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑋𝑋𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠) = 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑋𝑋(𝑠𝑠) 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑌𝑌∗(𝑠𝑠), where (*) presents the complex 193 



conjugate. The cross-wavelet power is defined as |𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛𝑋𝑋𝑌𝑌(𝑠𝑠)|. XWT identifies regions in time-194 

frequency space where two-time series show high common power, and thus, significance 195 

(Nourani et al., 2018). 196 

In particular, WT investigates whether regions with broad common power in time-frequency 197 

space have a clear phase relationship which are the predictive of causality between time series 198 

(Grinsted et al., 2004). In time-frequency space, WTC also presents regions where two-time 199 

series co-vary, but do not generally have high power. For this reason, when analyzing two-time 200 

series to determine both causality and local co-variance, the WTC is necessary. In terms of 201 

XWT, the WTC of two-time series is given as (Grinsted et al., 2004): 202 

𝑅𝑅𝑛𝑛2(𝑠𝑠) =
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                                                                       (7) 203 

Where S is a smoothing operator defined by wavelet type used, and the entire expression is 204 

similar to that of a traditional correlation coefficient localized in time–frequency space. Matlab 205 

code used in this study for WTC analysis is defined in detail by Grinsted et al. (2004). 206 

 207 

2.2.Wavelet- entropy  208 

In order to calculate WE, time series are decomposed in level M using WT, then Shannon WE 209 

and related energies in each level are obtained. Finally the multi-scale entropy is measured. 210 

The energy at each resolution level m = 1,2,3,..., M , will be the energy of the detail time series  211 

Em = ‖rm‖2 = ∑ |C(m)n|2n                                                                                                       (8) 212 

And the total of energy as (Rosso et al. 2006) 213 

Etotal = ∑ ∑ |C(m)n|2n =m ∑ Emm                                                                                                            (9) 214 

WE can be normalized (relative WE) as below (Rosso et al. 2006):  215 



ρm =
EmEtotal                                                                                                                                         (10) 216 

Shannon entropy as a criterion of the degree of uncertainty, tranquility and redundancy has 217 

been considered. The concept of entropy was used for measuring relative complexity in static 218 

signals.  The time series with more entropy, random values and irregularity, they experience 219 

high complexity. SWS or the Shannon WE by Shannon entropy was calculated below (Rosso 220 

et al. 2001). 221 

SWS = −∑ ρm  .  ln[ρm]m                                                                                                           (11) 222 

Where ρm is defined in Eq. (10). Thus the SWS is a measure of the degree of order/disorder the 223 

signal, giving adequate information about the underlying dynamical process associated with 224 

the signal (Rosso et al. 2002). 225 

 226 

2.3.Study zone and data collection 227 

The study zone of this research placed in plain of Ardabil (38°03′– 38°27′N and 47°55′– 228 

48°20′E) which is located in north-western Iran, and covers an area of about 990 km2, as shown 229 

in Fig. 1. Also, the mean areal annual rainfall in the Ardabil plain is about 304 mm. the wettest 230 

month is May and the driest months of the region is known as August. The average temperature 231 

in the Ardabil plain recorded about 9o C, it is noticeable to mention that this plain is known as 232 

the coldest region in Iran. In the Ardabil plain the mean number of freezing days reported about 233 

130 days in a year. The main rivers of this plain includes of Balikhli-Chay, Qara-Chay and 234 

Qara-Su which are naturaly non-perennial and recharge Ardabil plain aquifers. The Balikhli-235 

Chay and Qara-Chay flow in the Qara-Su in the north part of Ardabil plain (see Fig. 1). In this 236 

study, the GWLs of 15 piezometric stations (P1, P2, P3... P15) located in the Ardabil plain 237 

from the period of 1993 to 2018 selected to perform the trend analysis. The GWL altitude in 238 



the study zone varies from 1308 m to 1529 m above the mean sea level. Figure 1 shows the 239 

locations of the GW monitoring stations in the study area. Table 1 presented the statistical 240 

characteristics of Ardabil plain. In this research, the monthly rainfall, runoff and GWL time 241 

series are used for 1993 to 2018 (300 months) (see Figure 2). 242 

 243 

3. Results and Discussions 244 

The GWL faces 11.43m decrease in the level of Ardabil plain piezometers in during 245 

1993-2018 time period. It is possible to study occurred changes in runoff and rainfall time 246 

series using WEM and to examine climate change and human factors and their interactions in 247 

the complexity decrease of GWL. According to Fig. 2, the mean GWL was approximately 248 

1341.45 m, max and min were 1346.75 m and 1335.40 m in 1993 and in 2018, it was about 249 

11.43m decreased in 25 years' time period due to human activities and climate change effects 250 

in Ardabil plain. In this way, the mean GWL time series is separated to three subseries and WE 251 

measure is computed for each period. Sub series of GWL time series are consisted of 100 252 

months of monthly data. The subseries of GWL by db2 mother wavelet decomposed to 5 253 

subseries contain multiple frequent time series in level 1-5. The time series decomposition into 254 

different scales by WT introduce structure interpretation of series and determine knowledge 255 

about frequency domains and history of signal (Rajaee et al. 2010; Nourani et al. 2015). The 256 

db2 wavelet function is selected due to the similarity between db2 signal shape and the GWL 257 

time series fluctuations compared to other wavelet functions (Komasi & Sharghi, 2019). The 258 

WEM as complexity measure were applied to each three sub-series of GWL time series. 259 

Finally, the energy in normal form (ρn) was computed for decomposed sub-series of GW signal 260 

(levels 1 to 5). The results of normalized energy for decomposed GW signal are presented in 261 

Table 2. WEM in second time period (2001-02 to 2009-10), faces significant decrease which 262 

represents complexity decrease in GW signal of Ardabil plain. As presented in Table 2, WEM 263 



of GWL signal presents about 28.9922% reduction in the third part of time period (2009-10-264 

2017-18). The decrease of WEM in a time period is  presented unfavorable trend in GWL signal. 265 

Also, the WEM reduction indicates the decrease of complexity or the decrease of fluctuations 266 

in GWL signal at the third time period. As a result, the existence of undesirable trends in the 267 

GWL of Ardabil plain and the main aim is to assess the causes of GWL reduction through 268 

human activities and climate change factors. 269 

The WEM of GWL decreased showing significant changes thus for finding dominant reason 270 

of GWL decrease in Ardabil plain, runoff and rainfall signals are examined. Also, in order to 271 

investigation the relations between rainfall (or runoff) and GWL parameters, WTC method is 272 

used.  273 

To access this aim, runoff time series as human activities factors (Komasi & Sharghi, 2019) 274 

and rainfall time series of Ardabil plain as climate change factors (Komasi & Sharghi, 2019) 275 

are divided into three time sub-series with equal number (100-month). Then, the db4 mother 276 

wavelet decomposed each time sub-series to multi-frequent time series in decomposition levels 277 

1 to 5 as GWL parameter. This part tries to identify human and climatic reasons that led to 278 

declining GWL. Similarly, divided sub-rainfall (or runoff) can be identified as the dominant 279 

reason for GWL reduction. Finally, WEM were estimated for three sub-series of rainfall and 280 

runoff signals. Tables 3–4 showed WEM for rainfall and runoff time series. Table 3 appears 281 

that the rainfall time series shows a WEM reduction of about -2.94016% and -1.360983% in 282 

the second and third time period. Hence, -2.94016% and -1.360983% reduction of fluctuations 283 

occurred in the second and third time period of the rainfall time series. Also, Table 4 indicates 284 

the WEM for the runoff time series present 0.86613% increase and -1.57813% decrease in the 285 

second and third time period respectively, it may not have a significant impact on the GW 286 

declining. Runoff vibration rate in 3 sub series shows increased value at second part and the 287 

decline of WEM value in third part. It is found that human activities led to runoff reduction of 288 



Ardabil plain in third time period. In other words, runoff complexity is decreasing in third 289 

period. Dam constructions and irrigation as human activities result into runoff reduction, 290 

therefore complexity changes are decreased in third part. The WEM of rainfall and runoff time 291 

series in Tables 3 and 4 for can be compared with the WEM of GWL in Table 2 which shows 292 

both of rainfall and runoff signals play little role in the reduction of WEM for GWL signal in 293 

the third part of time period.  The increase of WEM of GWL signal in the first time period could 294 

be effect from the increase of WEM of runoff signal. 295 

Fig. 3 presented the WEM changes in 3 sub series for rainfall, runoff and GWL parameters in 296 

three 100-month periods. This Figure showed WE changes in the rainfall, runoff and GWL 297 

time series in best form. Also, this Fig. presented the WEM reduction of GWL, which indicates 298 

fluctuations or complexity decrease for the GWL signal of Ardabil plain, is much more than 299 

runoff and rainfall series in the third time period. It can be deduced that runoff complexity 300 

reduction is more than rainfall parameter reduction in the third part has effect on complexity 301 

decrease in GWL time series which none of them can be significant in the WEM reduction of 302 

GWL time series. Recently, human activities such as over-exploitation of GW has led to the 303 

GWL reduction in Ardabil plain, respectively. As a result, the GW exploitation plays important 304 

role in the decline of GWL in comparison to climate parameters such as rainfall time series. 305 

To evaluate the coherency and also the seasonality relationship  between hydrological  time 306 

series (runoff and rainfall) and GWL time series, XWT and WTC were applied to time series 307 

of Ardabil plain. Coherence works like correlation, dark color indicates two-time series are 308 

strongly correlated within the bold black lines 1 (yellow), and the remaining 0 (blue) means no 309 

correlation or low correlation. Areas inside the bold black lines have indicated the times and 310 

periodicities with statistically significant XWT and WTC at the 5 percent significance stage. 311 

WTC calculates the cross correlation of two time series as a frequency function (at several 312 

wavelet scales).  313 



XWT and WTC outcomes between GWL and rainfall signals of Ardabil plain are  presented in 314 

Fig. 4 (a and b). Figs. 5 (a and b) show the XWT and WTC between runoff time series and 315 

GWL, respectively.  316 

Before applying WT to the original rainfall, runoff and  GWL time series, it is necessary to 317 

standardize them (mean=0 and variance=1). Regarding the coherence results given Figs. 4(a) 318 

and 5(a) showed the frequency of 8–16 months between rainfall and GWL time series, also, 319 

between runoff and GWL time series is common periodicities, which illustrates the most 320 

coherency in most time period. Figs. 4(b) and 5(b) presented the frequency of 8–16 months is 321 

low correlation between hydrological time series and GWL time series in XWT graphs. 322 

Moreover, the results of wavelet coherence between runoff and GWL signals showed almost 323 

similar behavior between rainfall and GWL time series due to frequency band.  324 

Among WTC graphs between rainfall and GWL signals and runoff and GWL signals, runoff 325 

parameter showed a high coherency value in 8–16 month periods. A high degree of coherence 326 

occurs in most month over a time scale of 12 months. Uniform rightwards with delay less 327 

correlation confirmed high coherence.  328 

 329 

4. Conclusions and Suggestions 330 

The decrease of GWL because of water resources management defect led to an important 331 

problem in human society and the environment. In this research,  the multi-scale WEM and WT 332 

coherence method are used to identify the linkage between GWL decrease and rainfall or runoff 333 

time series  in order to identify accurate effect of human activities and climate change on GWL 334 

time series in Ardabil plain. 335 



In this study, runoff as a factor of human activities and rainfall as a factor of climate changes 336 

play role in hydrological processes. In this way, GWL, rainfall and runoff signals of Ardabil 337 

plain are separated to three 100-month sub-series with decomposition levels 1-5  in WEM 338 

calculation. The rainfall and runoff sub-series were divided to several frequent sub-series using 339 

the db4 mother wavelet and GWL sub-series were decomposed by the db2 mother wavelet. At 340 

last, for each sub-series of GWL, rainfall and runoff time series, WEM were calculated. 341 

The results demonstrate that the WE measure of mean GWL signal presents the decrease in the 342 

third time period. In third time period, the WE measure for rainfall and runoff signals looks 343 

toward a decline but the major reason for the WE reduction in GWL signal is other human 344 

activity factors (since 2009-10–2017-18).  345 

The results of WTC and XWT analysis for recognizing maximum common local multi-scale 346 

correlations, and phase relationships between rainfall (or runoff) and GWL time series in Ardabil plain 347 

showed that time scale of 12 months present high coherency. 348 

To complete this study, some recommendations  are proposed for future research; for instance,  349 

examining other hydro-climatological parameters effect in decreasing the GWL time series of 350 

Ardabil plain, such as human operations and climate variations in recent years. Furthermore, it 351 

is suggested to use the methodology of this research for other hydro-climatological parameters 352 

(e.g. temperature, transpiration …).  353 
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Figures Captions 469 

Fig. 1. Case study and the position of piezometers. 470 

Fig. 2. a) GWL b) Rainfall and c) Runoff time series of Ardabil plain. 471 

Fig. 3. The WEM of rainfall, runoff and GWL time series in three periods 472 

Fig. 4. a) WTC and b) XWT between runoff and GWL time series  473 

Fig. 5. a) WTC and b) XWT between rainfall and GWL time series  474 
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Table 1. Statistical characteristics of Ardabil plain 498 

Type of Time series Max Min Mean Variance 

Groundwater Level (m) 1346.75 1335.40 1341.45 10.68 

Rainfall (mm) 91.1 0 19.64 322.78 

Runoff (m3/s) 658.72 0 64.01 8914.47 
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Table 2. The Wavelet-entropy measure of groundwater level time series 525 

Normal Energy For 

Groundwater level 

sub-series 

100 month sub-series 

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.160697 0.2771 0.137869 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.333701 0.334202 0.210267 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.356498 0.353261 0.235014 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.216533 0.189869 0.224481 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.30142 0.360019 0.267748 

SWS 1.36885 1.514451 1.075378 

  10.6367% -28.9922% 
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 548 

Table 3. The Wavelet-entropy measure of rainfall time series 549 

Normal Energy For 

Rainfall sub-series 

100 month sub-series 

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.359293 0.363394 0.367306 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.367136 0.362254 0.364752 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.36007 0.316959 0.341205 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.106272 0.16316 0.122426 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.126035 0.074264 0.066921 

SWS 1.318806 1.280031 1.26261 

  -2.94016% -1.360983%. 
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 587 

Table 4. The Wavelet-entropy measure of runoff time series 588 

Normal Energy For 

Runoff sub-series 

100 month sub-series 

Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.307985 0.335789 0.348264 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.334151 0.312815 0.367716 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.357349 0.355811 0.364868 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.262108 0.223004 0.125844 𝝆𝝆𝝆𝝆 0.054845 0.100421 0.100194 

SWS 1.316438 1.32784 1.306885 

  0.86613% -1.57813% 
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Figures

Figure 1

Case study and the position of piezometers.



Figure 2

a) GWL b) Rainfall and c) Runoff time series of Ardabil plain.



Figure 3

The WEM of rainfall, runoff and GWL time series in three periods

Figure 4

a) WTC and b) XWT between runoff and GWL time series 



Figure 5

a) WTC and b) XWT between rainfall and GWL time series 
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